LDI Highlights

- Corporate pension funded status improved modestly during March, moving 1.5% higher to 85.3%, and reaching levels last seen during the fall of 2015.¹
  - Rising discount rates drove liability valuations lower, while equity markets were mostly unchanged on the month.
- Long corporate yields and spreads continue to trade in a narrow range as activity has been muted with demand and supply just offsetting each other while many buyers wait out higher rates.
- Robust long corporate issuance during March brought the 1Q17 total to roughly $75 billion, the highest first quarter on record.⁶
- Approximately $71 billion in bonds exited the Bloomberg Barclays Long Corporate Index during March, as an Index rule change raised the minimum size for eligible bonds from $250 to $300 million.³

IR+M LDI Corner: Three Common Questions To Ask Your LDI Manager

Q: How can we outperform our liabilities without adding funded status volatility?
A: We believe that bottom-up security selection is paramount, and allows us to efficiently add value to LDI portfolios while still hedging the macro drivers of funded status movements.

Q: Is now a good time to increase the hedge ratio of my plan?
A: In 2016, many plan sponsors experienced a decline in funded status early in the year, followed by a rebound in late November. Given the potential volatility for 2017, we believe that locking in some of the post-election gains is a prudent move.

Q: Does the potential for a rising rate environment change your views?
A: As a bottom-up manager, we focus on conducting sound credit analysis, and not on predicting interest rates or timing market moves. We believe that, regardless of the economic environment, plan sponsors benefit more from the additional term premium and risk-reduction advantages of longer-duration assets, which help increase portfolios’ hedge ratios.

---

¹Milliman (Historical numbers revised as of 3/31/17); ²Citigroup; ³Bloomberg Barclays; ⁴Bloomberg; ⁵Long rates and long spreads represented by Bloomberg Barclays Long Credit Index yield and spread; ⁶JP Morgan
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